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From the Editor

Bill Lamond
Editor

Greetings All!! And Happy New Year!!
Another year has been turned and we can hope that 2023 will be better. I wish 
I could say that things will be better in Ontario this coming year but that could 
be wishful thinking. We are governed by a party does not seem to care at all 
about our environment. I find that shocking. In a time when we have to move 
mountains, everywhere, to save ourselves from ourselves, we have a government 
that is “going in reverse”. It is all so discouraging. I know that our Club is not 
supposed to be too political but this to me is beyond political. It is a threat to our 
way of life. This government is up for re-election in just over three years. Do the 
people of Ontario care enough to make a change? I include here a quote from 
Caroline Shultz, Ontario Nature’s Executive Director, “Ontarians will remember 
this day as one when critical environmental protections were undercut. We will 
live with, and pay for, the predictable consequences of harming our natural 
heritage, wetlands and farmland under the pretense of affordable housing. 
Adding insult to injury, input from the public and conservation authorities 
into land use planning and decisions that affect their communities has been 
silenced.”

I have included a reprint from Environmental Defence (page 99) about what 
Bill 23 is all about and what the outcomes will be. It is an excellent (but chilling) 
article as it succinctly points out all the flaws in the Bill. Environmental Defence 
is so on the mark with their comment “We will all need to work together to 
see this legislation repealed.” That’s where you come in. Keep up the pressure.

We cannot give up on this. Many agencies continue to fight and so should we. 
Keep in contact with your MPP, write letters to newspapers, make as big of a 
stink as you can. Although Bill 23 was passed, The Globe and Mail for one had 
lead editorials attacking Bill 23 and the Greenbelt theft. They pointed out that 
the Greenbelt lands in question were purchased by developers in advance of the 
announcement of their removal. Just a coincidence I’m sure. 

I may have ruffled a few feathers of Club members who voted for this government 
but to me that is irrelevant. I am only looking at the policies. I would react the 
same if these were NDP or Liberal policies. This is about doing what is right.

I’ve manged to assemble a fine group of articles to start off the New Year. I 
am impressed by our members such that I am able to fill up all these pages 
without resorting to the Noteworthy Bird Records. (By the way, you can view 
the Noteworthy Bird Records on-line, under publications on the Club website, 
hamiltonnature.org.). Nonetheless I am still on a search for more articles to fill 
these pages. It is your journal and I invite you to contribute to your journal,....
articles, photographs, drawings, you name it.
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Next HNC Monthly Meeting

Hamilton Naturalists’ Club
News and Updates

Next Bird Study Group 
Bird Prose: the Art of Storytelling with authors 
Merilyn Simonds and Bob Bell
Monday, January 16th - 7:30-9pm Via Zoom

If a bird sings from the woods, and only you are around 
to hear it, does it tell a story? Birding connects people 
with the planet in unimaginable ways, while sharing 
their sightings connect birders with one another. Join 
critically acclaimed author Merilyn Simonds and first-
time writer Bob Bell in conversation with Jackson 
Hudecki of the HNC Bird Study Group, where we’ll talk 
about the power of birds, and how sharing stories help 
heal the soul.

TBA.

Letters to the editor are always welcomed and 
will be duly published. If you have something to say, 
positive or negative, send it in. We want your feedback 
on the journal or any other aspect of the HNC and its 
activities.

Tree Walk at Dundurn Park 
Sunday, January 15, 10:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 
Join field botanist and local tree expert Paul O’Hara 
for a tour of the trees pre-dating the construction 
of Dundurn Castle and its surrounding structures. 
Paul will share his knowledge of the area’s human 
and natural history. Meet in the main parking lot by 
the pavilion.

HAALSA Lecture:   The Niagara 
Escarpment:  Southern Ontario’s 
Ribbon of Wilderness
Speaker Adam Brylowski 
Saturday, January 14, 2023. 8 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
The Niagara Escarpment is a 400,000-year-old natural 
ridge that snakes through the Ontario landscape 
from Manitoulin Island to the Niagara River. Adam 
Brylowski will talk about the escarpment and the 
Bruce Trail, an ongoing public project to promote 
this unique feature and protect the natural habitats 
along its heights, with the help of local landowners 
and volunteers.
Speaker Adam Brylowski has been at the Bruce 
Trail Conservancy for 12 years, co-ordinating its 
Conservation and Trail programs.
The lecture is at McMaster University Medical 
Centre in Room 1A1, Ewart Angus Centre.
Details can be found on the HNC calendar and 
at www.haalsa.org. HAALSA is the Hamilton 
Association for the Advancement of Literature, 
Science and the Arts.

Visit Vinemount Meadows 
Sanctuary
Saturday, January 14, 10:00 a.m. – 11:30 a.m.
Join Jen Baker and members of the Sanctuary Committee 
for a winter visit of the Vinemount Meadows Sanctuary.
Park on the side of Tenth Rd East at the Dofasco Trail. 
Contact Jen at land@hamiltonnature.org for an update 
on trail conditions.

WELO (West-end Lake 
Ontario) Bird Count 
Saturday, January 14, 2023. 
If you are interested in participating, there are 
spaces available. Counts start at 9 a.m. and go until 
noon. Although the focus is on waterbirds, any 
bird found is counted. Contact Chris  Motherwell 
at cmtrain@cmotherwell.com if you would like to 
participate on this count along the shore of Lake 
Ontario.
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On the Cover: Beaver Dam in Spencer Gorge 
in Dundas

This beaver dam plus another one further downstream 
are discussed by Paul Smith on page 99. It is an odd 
location as Paul states and “it may not end well” as he 
suggests. However, I have to say how impressed I am 
by the ability of Beavers to make a living in agricultural 
southern Ontario. Even if this dam is washed away in a 
spring flood, the Beaver will start anew when the water 
recedes. We have seen how they utilize cornfields for 
food and for dam building and witnessed their attempts 
to dam creeks that have intermittent water flows. In 
these situations Beavers perform a great service by at 
least creating permanent water where none existed 
before. This surely increases the biodiversity an area 
for several aquatic species. 
The cover photo was taken by Paul Smith in the Spencer 
Gorge on 6 November 2022 on the Alan Wormington 
Fall Count.

Species of the Month: Pectoral Sandpiper
(Calidris melanotos) 
Family: Scolopacidae

This species is not very appropriate as the species of the 
month in January but it is not easy to get interesting January-
appropriate photos. This is such an excellent photo that I could 
not resist. This species is unfortunately in serious decline as 
are several other shorebird species. Gone are the days when 
hundreds could be seen in spring migration. Now dozens 
are the norm, if even that. Nonetheless, this species is still a 
regular migrant through the HSA in Spring and Fall.

Habitat: Pectoral Sandpipers are usually found in 
migration on mudflats, but they will also utilize recently-
turned farm fields and wet grassy areas. 

Range: They nest in the hight Arctic from Southampton 
Island in the east, westwards along tundra shores to central 
Siberia. In Ontario, there is only one confirmed breeding 
record in 1948 at Cape Henrietta Maria, although it may 
breed annually in very small numbers in the province  along 
the coast of Hudson Bay.

The Photo: This fine photo was taken at Valley Inn on 28 
October by Mike Veltri.
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YES Alliance Helps HNC
by BRITTANY KILLINGBECK - HNC Stewardship Technician

THROUGHOUT OCTOBER AND NOVEMBER, the 
HNC ran a three-part series in partnership with RBG’s Young 
Environmental Science (YES) Alliance, the ‘big brother’ to the 
Junior Naturalists’ program for highschool students interested in 
nature and environmental sciences. We want to take a moment 
to highlight the projects and applaud their hard work and 
dedication!

As many will know the Valley Inn pedestrian bridge 
renovations were completed earlier this year. The City of 
Hamilton chose to beautify the west side by creating a 
pollinator garden around the old bridge piece and reached 
out to HNC for expertise. On a warm October afternoon, the 
YES Alliance arrived on site ready to weed, plant (13 shrubs 
+ 200 herbaceous plugs), and mulch. Species were selected to 
complement the plant composition on the adjacent slope and 
to provide blooms throughout the growing season. Species 
included: Ninebark, Red Osier Dogwood, Bush Honeysuckle, 
Lance-leaved Coreopsis, Virginia Mountain Mint, Purple 
Coneflower, Black-eyed Susan, Wild Bergamot, Common 
Boneset, Smooth Blue Aster, and Foxglove Beardtongue.

Next, they tackled decades of garbage and debris from the 
ravine at the Sheelah Dunn Dooley Nature Sanctuary. We 
partnered with the Field and Stream Rescue Team who 

brought ropes, pulleys, and a large barrel 
to haul garbage to the top. Participants 
gathered dozens of various sized tires, 
an old tv, multiple chairs, cinder blocks, 
scrap metal, and numerous bags of 
indistinguishable trash. They managed 
to heap several barrels worth of material 
onto the already full truck bed before time 
ran out. There is still a large amount of garbage gathered at the 
bottom to be dealt with at a later date. A future event perhaps!

Most recently we took a stroll along Pier 8 with Ian Borsuk 
(Climate Campaign Coordinator) and Adeola Egbeyemi 
(Project Assistant) from Environment Hamilton to chat about 
air quality issues, stack watching (Environment Hamilton’s 
Stackwatch program observes, documents, and reports 
problem emissions from the city’s industrial core), trees, the 
urban forest, and what we can do. It was very similar to the 
Air Quality + Tree walks hosted in the summer, for those who 
attended.

All of this was possible thanks to the generosity of the Ontario 
Trillium Foundation. We had a fantastic time working with 
this group and look forward to more collaborations in 2023!

Brittany Killingbeck.

YES stack watch - photo Brittany 
Killingbeck.

YES ravine cleanup - photo Brittany 
Killingbeck.

YES planting at Valley Inn - photo 
Brittany Killingbeck.
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Bill 23 will Unleash a Firestorm of Environmentally Destructive 
Rural Sprawl – It Must Be Repealed
by Phil Pothen, Ontario Environmental Program Manager, Environmental Defence

By forcing passage of Bill 23, the “More Homes, Built Faster 
Act”, Ontario’s government has lit the fuse on an explosion 
of expensive sprawl that will destroy much of the remaining 
wetland and wildlife habitat in Ontario’s most sensitive 
ecoregions.  

Moreover, while the Ontario government has attempted to 
defend Bill 23’s dismantling of flood and habitat protection, 
regional planning and green building standards by framing 
it as a measure to address the province’s housing shortage 
and lack of affordability, it is likely to have the opposite 
effect. The legislation is likely to result in fewer and more 
expensive homes, higher costs of services, less energy efficient 
construction, increased car dependency and transportation 
expenses for residents, and increased property taxes. 

Bill 23 must be repealed.  

Rejecting warnings from virtually all non-partisan science 
experts and municipal governments of all stripes, the 
government has refused to remove Bill 23’s most central and 
dangerous feature: an attack on Conservation Authorities’ 
flood prevention and land protection roles that will enable 
wholesale destruction of wetland habitats and conservation 
lands – and expose us all to an escalating risk of floods and 
other disasters. 

Bill 23 has stripped Conservation Authorities of the power 
to refuse permission for sprawl or other land development 
that their experts know would cause flooding and erosion 
or destroy wetlands and other conservation lands. It goes 
still further, by prohibiting Conservation Authorities from 
agreeing to provide municipalities with the information and 
expertise they would need to have any hope of filling the gap 
in protection themselves.

Bill 23 is likely to make it harder to tackle either the province’s 
housing shortage or high housing prices because the 
cumulative effect of its measures will be to divert scarce skilled 
construction labour and materials away from adding compact 
homes (especially family homes) to existing neighborhoods. 
The Bill:
• waters down or omits entirely required zoning reforms, 

leaving in place so many barriers to creation of new 
“missing middle” homes in the existing low-rise 
neighborhoods where they are most desperately needed, 
that the government’s own documents admit only 50,000 
of a total 1.5 million homes would be created there, 

province-wide 
• eliminates the coordinated regional planning that is 

required to promote efficient use of construction resources 
and lands, causing a great deal of housing construction, 
and the vast bulk of residential land, to be squandered on 
the most expensive and resource-intensive forms in areas 
far from jobs, schools and services

• pushes newcomers – and new households – into car-
dependent and disconnected places where they don’t 
want to live, while making it harder for municipalities to 
retrofit existing car-dependent subdivision to be lower-
cost and lower-emissions places to live.  

• destroys many of the existing “green” building standards 
that municipalities use to make new homes that are 
cheaper for tenants or purchasers to heat and cool – and 
which are vital to reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 

The simultaneous climate, biodiversity and housing crises 
demand that we preserve every acre of farmland and habitat, 
and wisely use scarce construction materials, construction 
labour, equipment and supporting infrastructure to maximize 
the construction of well-designed, low-cost homes. Only this 
approach can transform existing low-density, car-dependent, 
over-taxed towns and cities into communities where people 
can afford to live, move quickly and cheaply by public transit, 
foot and bicycle and have access to work, school, shopping 
and recreation.

Bill 23 drags Ontario forcefully and dramatically in the wrong 
direction, disregarding the advice of its own Task Force, along 
with all the hard-won lessons of the last 70 years, in favour 
of a return to the expensive low-density and car-dependent 
sprawl which is the root cause of our current housing and 
environmental crises. This dangerous Bill has been forced 
into law through a process designed to prevent meaningful 
consideration of its impacts, discussion with those affected, or 
on a time frame that reflects the enormity of the changes. We 
will all need to work together to see this legislation repealed.  

Backgrounder: A Schedule by Schedule Analysis of the 
Biggest Environmental Impacts of Bill 23

SCHEDULE 2: CONSERVATION AUTHORITIES ACT
Facilitating a Mass Sell-Off of Conservation Lands
When land is owned by conservation authorities, Ontarians 
trust that it will remain permanently off-limits for destruction.  
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Outside of extraordinary circumstances, which would require 
direct approval from the Minister or a provincial agency, 
board or commission, Authorities are not permitted to sell 
off conservation lands for development. Bill 23 would remove 
the requirement for government permission, and allow 
the sale of conservation lands – including endangered or 
threatened species habitat, wetlands, and areas of natural and 
scientific interest.  Where a sale is for “provincial or municipal 
infrastructure and municipal purposes,” the authority is not 
even required to consult on these dispositions.

Open Season for Sprawl on Wetlands
Many of Ontario’s rarest and most at-risk wildlife and habitats 
are concentrated in the same “crisis ecoregions” which the 
vast majority of the province’s people live, and where pressure 
for suburban residential, commercial and residential sprawl is 
most intense.

This Bill would remove the power of Conservation Authorities 
to regulate or prohibit sprawl developers and land speculators 
from destroying wetlands, river or stream valleys, within their 
jurisdiction, in almost every case. It does this through Section 
7 of the Bill, which would amend s. 28 of the Conservation 
Authorities Act to exempt any project that has received land use 
planning approval under the Planning Act from Conservation 
Authority regulations dealing with water-taking, interference 
with rivers, creeks, streams, watercourses, and wetlands, or 
controlling flooding, erosion, and conservation of land.

Sections 8. (3)(a), 8(6)(a), 9(1)(a), 9(2)(a)&(b), 10(4)(a), 10 
(7)(a), 11(2)(1), 12 (2)(i) of the Act would remove the power 
of Conservation Authorities to protect the ecological function 
and potentially the long-term stability and viability of 
wetlands. It would do this by removing the power to regulate – 
and refuse permits based on “pollution or the conservation of 
land”, and removing the obligation of the minister to consider 
those matters in appeals.

Gagging Conservation Authorities
Bill 23 doesn’t just prohibit Conservation Authorities from 
protecting conservation lands, wetlands, river or stream 
valleys themselves, amendments to s. 21.1.1 and s. 21.1.2 of 
the Conservation Authorities Act actually goes so far as to 
“gag” them – prohibiting them from providing Municipalities 
with the information they need in order to start protecting 
conservation lands themselves when they consider land use 
planning approvals.  

If the Bill passes, Conservation authorities will not be allowed 
to” provide under subsection (1), within its area of jurisdiction, 
a municipal program or service related to reviewing and 
commenting on a proposal, application or other matter made 
under a prescribed Act.” 

The result will be a massive gap in Ontario’s system for 
protecting public safety and ecosystems, and ultimately, the 
unleashing of bulldozers and backhoes on cumulatively vast 
areas of wetland, forest and other sensitive areas currently off-
limits for development.  

SCHEDULE 3: DEVELOPMENT CHARGES ACT, 1997

Bill 23 would seem to jeopardize the ability of municipalities 
to use development charges-as intended – to gather funds for 
large infrastructure projects to accommodate and support 
growth. It would do this by requiring municipalities to spend 
or allocate 60 per cent of reserve funds each year.

SCHEDULE 9: PLANNING ACT 
Contrary to the government’s messaging, the main thrust of 
its amendments to the Planning Act – and the main thrust Bill 
23 overall – is to legalize and provoke a massive acceleration 
of suburban sprawl into wetlands, forests, farmland, and other 
areas on the rural outskirts of major population centers in 
Ontario’s most sensitive ecoregions.
Unilaterally Imposing Sprawl on Municipalities that 
Choose Smart Growth
Over the past year, Ontario municipalities like Hamilton, 
Halton and and Waterloo have made extraordinary strides 
in protecting wildlife habitat and farmland and delivering 
the denser, walkable, lower-cost forms of housing in existing 
neighborhoods, by adopting ground-breaking plans that 
would allocate all – or almost all – of their new homes and 
workplaces to existing neighborhoods, built up areas, and 
their existing supply of unused designated greenfield area.  

One of the most glaring features of this Bill’s amendments 
to the Planning Act is the removal of the last procedural 
obstacles to the Minister unilaterally imposing sprawl on those 
conscientious municipal governments. Recent legislation 
allowed the provincial government to amend these plans, 
but only if there was an adverse affect on provincial interests 
protected by the Provincial Policy Statement, and only after 
the municipality was given the opportunity to remedy any 
non-compliance.

This Bill’s amendments to the s. 23 of the Planning Act would 
allow the government to directly impose sprawl on those 
municipalities, without any opportunity to accommodate 
demand for housing and workplaces in their own way.

Destroying Regional Planning in the Greater Golden 
Horseshoe
Even more concerning is the Bill’s proposal to entirely 
eliminate coordinated regional planning in Ontario’s Golden 
Horseshoe. In Simcoe, Durham, Halton, Peel, Niagara and 
Waterloo and York Region, regional planning is meant to 
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prevent “patchwork” sprawl that wastes construction resources 
and infrastructure, to enable regional governments to ensure 
that development can be serviced effectively, and to ensure 
that land isn’t wasted.

The Bill would remove the power of regional governments to 
plan where new homes and workplaces go, and the densities at 
which they are built, to prevent the squandering of farmland 
and wildlife to habitat – and to ensure that new and existing 
communities can be serviced with public transit, water and 
other infrastructure.

The effect of Bill 23 will be a region-wide race to the 
bottom when it comes to land-use planning, with lower-
tier municipalities that lack experienced land use planning 
staff pressured to expand settlement boundaries onto vital 
farmland and habitat, or into places where they can never be 
serviced effectively.

Failure to Deliver on Densification: Exiling Families to Sprawl
All of Ontario’s major municipalities are on a race against 
time to bring post-WWII neighborhoods, in particular, up 
to densities that support frequent, reliable public transit, and 
allow most residents to get by comfortably without a car.  That 
is in part because of the need to make room for everyone who 
wants to live there – and to stop pushing residents into sprawl. 
It is also because reducing car trips is vital to meeting Ontario’s 
obligations to eliminate greenhouse gas emissions before it is 
too late. However, it is also because the population growth 
that enables us to deliver services without massive hardship 
will not continue forever. Ontario cannot afford to squander 
homes and workplaces that are needed to fix existing sprawl 
right now on the creation of even more sprawl suburbs in 
wetlands and farms.

Unfortunately, Bill 23 fails to deliver the changes required 
to meet demand for housing in existing neighborhoods. 
Measures to require that zoning be updated to facilitate 
densification around public transit are a modest step in 
the right direction. However, Planning Act amendments 
hyped as meeting demand for family homes in low-traffic 
residential neighborhoods are nowhere near what is required 
to meet demand for that kind of housing – particularly 
in Toronto, where vast numbers of family homes must 
be created within the next 30 years. Promised reforms to 
remove or reduce exclusionary “single detached” zoning, 
were watered down to such a degree that, according to the 
government’s own documents, they would create just 50,000 
of the 1,500,000 promised homes. Contrary to government 
messaging, amendments to s. 16(3) of the Planning Act do 
not allow modest, purpose-built walk-up apartments or even 
townhomes to be built as of right now on the existing lots 
currently being squandered on single detached McMansions. 
It is difficult to see how the changes permitted by the Bill – 

which allows up to two additional residential units within a 
detached house, semi-detached house or rowhouse, or in a 
modest ancillary structure, go meaningfully beyond what is 
already permitted in the City of Toronto.

SCHEDULE 10: SUPPORTING GROWTH AND HOUSING 
IN YORK AND DURHAM REGIONS ACT,  2022 
Unleashing Sprawl in York Region and Northern Durham 
Region  

While municipalities like Hamilton and Waterloo made 
an unprecedented effort to deliver housing in affordable 
and environmentally sustainable way, York Region, in 
particular, allowed itself to be strong-armed by the provincial 
government into defying existing land use planning rules by 
submitting boundary expansion requests that would mark far 
more farmland and wildlife habitat for destruction than could 
ever plausibly be required to meet housing need. Moreover, 
York Region approved boundary expansion on large swathes 
of land – in the overtaxed Lake Simcoe watershed that lacked 
any capacity at all for further expansion.

The new “Supporting Growth and Housing in York and 
Durham Regions Act, 2022, which would be created by Bill 
23, aims to facilitate York Region’s reckless and excessive 
boundary expansion by forcing a massive sewage tunnel 
through the Greenbelt and the sensitive Oak Ridges Moraine. 
This law would exempt the project from many features of 
Environmental Assessment, and even from the Environmental 
Bill of Rights.

ABOUT ENVIRONMENTAL DEFENCE 
(environmentaldefence.ca): Environmental Defence is a 
leading Canadian environmental advocacy organization that 
works with government, industry and individuals to defend 
clean water, a safe climate and healthy communities.
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My Notes Over Eight Decades
by BOB CURRY

MY EARLY BIRD “NOTES” were merely ticks on a field 
checklist. The only record of my sightings for the entire year 
were these checkmarks on one field card. I felt it more accurate, 
dare I say more scientific, to include on the card the date of my 
first sighting of each species for the year.

See my first ever year list marked on the buff stock card issued 
by the ROM (page 103). When I examine the checklist I see 
many things differences from today, some 67 years later. If 
you look closely on this first page of the checklist you will 
note many birds now have different names, but most will be 
recognizable by 2022 birders. Of the 72 species just on the first 
page of the list almost 30 percent have different names today. 
Some of them have undergone several name changes in that 
time! For example, I ticked Sparrow Hawk. This is not the 
Eurasian accipiter but was the old name for American Kestrel. 
Scroll down page one of the list and see how many species you 
can find that have different names or different spellings today.

This checklist was issued in 1953 by what was called the Royal 
Ontario Museum of Zoology. The ROM published one or two 
earlier checking cards. The checklist area was a 30-mile radius 
from the museum building. Note also that to appear on this 
list there had to be material evidence (specimens, films etc.) 
preserved at the museum. 

My list indicates that I started on February 1 - I actually saw 
a few birds in 1954 and earlier in 1955 but as I remember I 

didn’t get my first checking 
card until February – probably 
at a Hamilton Nature Club 
meeting. As I peruse the list, I’m 
surprised at how many of these 
birds trigger a memory of my 
first-ever sighting. 

A couple of high lights from 1954 
when I didn’t have a checklist. On 
December 19, three teens, Brock 
Atkinson, George Meyers and I 
were hiking in our usual haunt, King’s Forest, soon after to be 
named the Red Hill Valley. On a weedy hillside we watched at 
below eye-level five White-winged Crossbills as they extracted 
seeds from Teasel (Dipsacus sylvestris) heads, an observation 
I’ve never again repeated.  On Christmas Eve I was returning 
to my home in East Hamilton having collected Christmas tips 
from my Hamilton Spectator customers. There on a light pole 
was a singing Eastern Screech-Owl.

Finally, you might think 1955 produced a couple of mega-
rarities for me and for Hamilton. Page 2 of the list indicates 
a Ringed Plover for October 15 and page 4 a Red-wing on 
March 29. To understand this mystery, harken back to name 
changes. The answer lies there.

My records remained on such checklists through 1958, the 
latter two years on the newly minted Hamilton Nature Club 

American Kestrel (formerly Sparrow Hawk) at Oakville Grasslands, 
Halton - 16 February 2020 - photo Bob Curry.

Bob Curry at Lake Louise - 
May 2022 - photo Glenda 

Slessor.

White-winged Crossbill at North Shore Dundas 
Marsh - 14 March 2021 - photo Bob Curry.

From My Notebook
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check-list. 

From July 1, 1959 through 1979, I employed a different system 
of record keeping. This was the spread-sheet format George 
North introduced me to and which he used for more than 
40 years. The figure below shows a page from my 1973 notes. 
Quite a lot of information is displayed here. This is the last page 
of the bird lists as indicated by the sparrows and buntings. The 
location where I birded is shown in the vertical column. If no 
location is given, then I was in the Hamilton Study Area. A 
weakness of this system is that I usually visited a number of 
discrete locations, but all the birds for the day are listed and 
totaled under the one general location. 

One can certainly get an impression of the numbers of birds 
seen then and can follow the progress of the migration. For 
example, my first Chipping Sparrow arrived on April 16 and 
Field Sparrows arrived on March 25.

I added something to North’s system, the shorthand record 
at the bottom of the page: hours in the field, temperatures 
in Fahrenheit, wind speed and direction and a shorthand 
indicating sky conditions. One dot means clear skies and six 
dots indicates it was snowing.

I made quite a few trips outside Hamilton. The April 7 trip to 

Lake St. Clair was with George Bryant to see our first Ontario 
Sandhill Crane. How times have changed for that bird!  Note 
the “write-in” Lewis’s Woodpecker, a bird not on the Ontario 
Checklist until this bird first seen at Pelee in the fall and later  
wintering at Ojibway Park, Windsor.

And so on to 1980 when I began anecdotal note-taking.

Now the notes tell a story. Now, wonderful memories require 
less tweaking. I provide here two examples from my notebook.  

They provide details, not just about unusual birds, but about 
the weather and about observers (Bruce Duncan, Rob Dobos 

Sandhill Cranes at  Sandhill at Long Point - 11 February 
2020 - photo Bob Curry.
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and Bill Smith in these two cases). All the birds are listed 
along with their numbers. Another important feature now is 
that different sites are treated separately rather than all being 
lumped under the one date.

I maintained such notes for many years until 2010 and then, 
sadly, my notetaking languished. Fortunately, eBird saved 
the day. Like many long-time birders I didn’t embrace eBird 
right away. We humans do not readily accept change. Now, 

however, my eBird checklists constitute my notes. I can 
incorporate into the list notes, photos and even drawings.

Younger birders readily adopt changes. Many create blogs 
where they can store their notes and photos and easily share 
them with others.

As for me, eBird will be my note-taking method for as long as 
I’m able. 
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HSA Nature Note – American Robin Spectacle
I was driving home to Brantford on Hwy 99 (29 October) and noticed a lot of Robins over the road at 6:10 p.m. so I thought 
I would stop here and count them. Conveniently, I pulled into 239 Hwy 99 (a trucking business - just east of Park Rd) and 
watched the spectacle unfold - for the next 20+ minutes Robins filled the sky, almost all to the E of me, mostly heading N. I 
started to count with a binocular sweep counting by 10s. After about a 90 second sweep I had 530 heading N in loose groups, 
fairly low. Then I noticed a group in the tree in front of the car. About 105 there with some of those possibly from the 500+ I 
had just counted. Then I noticed Robins coming from the N and going back over the road and I knew my counting was done, 
and I just watched the spectacle. There was never a moment when Robins where not in the air except for the last minute before 
I left. It then dawned on me that although the Robins were swirling a bit, almost all of them were still heading N. I decided to 
count some more when a huge bunch was going over, but when attempting to count by 10s, I noticed Robins going the other 
way behind the ones I was trying to count so I gave up. When I looked in front of me on the small lawn here there were 52 
Robins feeding on the lawn oblivious to me. 

The Robins kept coming, almost all from the south so although some went back and then came north again (presumably), 
most of these birds came from the south and kept going. That is why I list 1000 on my eBird checklist although this is probably 
nowhere near accurate. Maybe 2000? 3000? In the last three minutes when the Robins had slowed down as it was getting dark, 
I counted them going north and got 82 and this was just over two minutes when I could count them singly. It was a chaotic 
scene for 20 minutes. Never seen anything like this. During all this, a tight flock of 130 Grackles flew over showing the Robins 
how it’s done! — Bill Lamond.

HSA Nature Notes – Eastern Gray Squirrel Nest
Over the years I’ve seen countless large nests at the tops of deciduous trees in the winter, and operated on the principle of, 
“if it’s made of sticks and twigs it’s a crow or raptor nest, and if it’s full of leaves, it’s home to a wintering squirrel.” Today is 
the first time I’ve actually seen a squirrel building one. I watched a black morph squirrel on the back lawn “hoovering” up a 
big mouthful of leaves, then  scampering up the trunk to near the top of a 10m White Spruce, place them in a growing nest 
in a framework of twigs, and then repeat. This opened up a new line of thought; I assume a young-of-the-year squirrels 
would have to build their own, but are they re-used? Do they buddy-up and share nests? Something new about nature to 
explore — George Naylor.

HSA Nature Notes – Sandhill Cranes over Mountsberg
Early this afternoon I was bringing in the mail when I heard the unmistakable calling of Sandhill Cranes. 50-60 cranes were 
swirling in a loose, ragged group just below the cloud deck, high above Mountsberg Road, calling continuously. They made 
five slow circles as though in a thermal, loosening and tightening, scattering and regrouping before suddenly organizing 
themselves into lines and V’s and  proceeding west out of my sight, a decision somehow made.

I have been ill with a nasty, flu-ish virus for two full weeks and my morale has been circling the drain. This gorgeous and 
unexpected spectacle of nature most wonderfully lifted my spirit. It served as a reminder that, whatever the practicalities of 
defending our world may be, preserving its beauty should be a paramount concern — Jerry Bloom.
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Autumn Recrudescence of American Woodcocks in 2021
by DOUG WELCH

ONE OF THE EARLIEST indicators of spring migration 
is the arrival in our area of American Woodcocks. They often 
fly in on the first southerly winds after the snow has mostly 
disappeared. In the habitat they favour, their crepuscular and 
night-time activity is hard to miss. Their primary call is a 
very distinctive “peent” which Nathan Pieplow describes in 
his Peterson Field Guide to Bird Sounds of Eastern North 
America as a “very loud, abrupt nasal buzz”. Immediately 
upon arriving in suitable habitat, the males also engage in 
a flight display which results in what is called “flight song” 
although most of the sound emitted during the roughly 
30-second spiralling ascent and descent comes from the outer 
primary feathers. Toward the end of the flight, a component 
of vocal “chips” is often mixed in.

As part of the Hamilton Naturalists’ Club Bioacoustics 
Research Project, I have deployed an autonomous recorder 
in a “wet meadow” in McMaster Forest since March 2019. 
This Cornell Swift recorder captures sound continuously at 
48 kHz with 16-bit dynamic range, 24 hours a day, 7 days a 
week. Listening to all such recordings is clearly impractical! 
Thankfully, a system for automatic detection of interesting 
bird vocalizations has been available for a few years – first 
by BirdNET code and more recently by its improved 
successor BirdNET-Analyser. I custom edited to BirdNET 
code to restrict the species sought to the overlap of those in 
the BirdNET sound model and species that had ever been 
recorded in the Hamilton Study Area.

In the recordings from my site at McMaster Forest, by far 
the largest number of detections of high confidence are from 
American Woodcocks. There are several reasons for this: 1) 
their call is loud and distinctive; 2) they call frequently – every 

few seconds – for long periods, 
including during much of the night 
during mating season; and 3) there 
are often multiple Woodcocks 
within detection range. The figure  
below shows the distribution of 
detections versus time of night 
and calendar date for 2021. (The 
distributions in other years are very similar in spring).

The dark blues marks are high-confidence detection of 
American Woodcocks. The vertical axis is date with month/
day labels and the horizontal axis is hours in Eastern Standard 
Time. The dark gray lines indicate the local time of nautical 
twilight – when the sun is 12 degrees below the horizon. 
Orange lines are local sunrise and sunset. The yellow line 
corresponds to solar noon.]

Woodcocks reliably ‘peent’ soon after sunset compared to 
their morning activity which starts when the sun is further 
below the horizon. There also seems to be a significant break 
period between evening dusk activity and night-time activity 
which is not mirrored in the morning.

In 2021, however, there is an interesting outbreak of activity 
in the fall! This is “autumn recrudescence”. While seeing 

American Woodcock vocalizations at McMaster Forest 2021.

Doug Welch.

American Woodcock at Bruce County - 23 May 2022 -photo 
Doug Welch.
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Woodcock during daylight hours in the autumn is not that 
unusual, hearing them apparently is. I suspect that there are 
several reasons for this. They likely trickle back through more 
slowly than their mass arrival in spring. They don’t call nearly 
as often or frequently. And I suspect that birders aren’t out in 
as large numbers at the appropriate hours in the fall.

While I expected the BirdNET algorithm to be quite 
trustworthy when it reported high-confidence Woodcock 
detections, I did listen to and verify-by-ear the fall 2021 
detections. Peents were recorded on Oct 1, 9, 17, 18, 19, 
20, and 22. More surprising to me was what I will refer to 
as “flight sound” – typically a three to ten second episode of 
Woodcock flight that did not contain the entire mating “flight 
song” repertoire but was unmistakably due to a Woodcock. 
(During early October, peents and “flight sound” were heard 
in adjacent minutes of recordings.) “Flight sound” detections 
were made on the following dates: Oct 1, 9, 10, 19, 21, 22, 23, 
24, 25, 27, 29, 31 and Nov 3, 5, 6, 7, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18, 19, 
20, and 24. Clearly this period extends longer and later into 
autumn than one would expect based on Woodcock sightings!

To add additional mystery to interpreting these findings, 
the same site has had no confirmed Woodcock detections 

this year (2022)! Obviously, it is hard to make any definitive 
conclusions from a single year’s record of activity – or 
absence of activity -from sound files alone. Fortunately, there 
is some very intriguing research being done tracking the fall 
migration of Woodcocks. See: https://ruffedgrousesociety.
org/understanding-woodcock-migration-rgs/

At a small number of locations, they have been attaching GPS-
enabled satellite transmitters to individual birds and have 
begun to illuminate the fall migration habits of  Woodcocks.

I would be very interested to hear if other HNC members 
have heard American Woodcocks in late autumn and under 
what conditions - welch@physics.mcmaster.ca

Other resources:
Hamilton Bioacoustics: Field Recordings on archive.org:
https://archive.org/details/hamiltonbioacousticsfieldrecordin
gs?sort=-date
American Woodcock peents and flight sound on October 22, 
2021 (3m 09s) 2.1M
http://www.dougwelch.org/HNCSW2_20211022_172012_
AmericanWoodcock.mp3

“The partial phase of the eclipse was scheduled to begin at 
just past 4:00 a.m. on November 8 but I decided to pamper 
myself and get out of bed only in time for the onset of totality, 
the more interesting and colourful part of the eclipse, that 
began at 5:16 (see top photo, a two second exposure shot 
with a Canon Digital Rebel T6i mounted on a four inch 
refracting telescope which tracked the Moon allowing for 
relatively long exposures). The other photo was taken later 
during totality with a Canon R7 camera and a 100-400mm 
lens set to 100mm. This camera was mounted on a tracking 
platform, again to allow the camera to remain pointed at the 
Moon at all times. Soon after, the Moon was close to setting 
and the Sun nearly ready to rise. My cue to pack up and 
catch a quick morning nap.

My impressions of the eclipse were that it was relatively dark 
and of a ruddy hue. Some of the photos render it a more 
colourful orange.” - Phil Mozel.

Ed. Phil Mozel really captured how the Moon looks during 
a total eclipse. I’ve noticed that the Moon really takes on 
a 3-dimensional look when fully eclipsed. What I mean to 
say is that normally when you look at the full Moon, it looks 
almost 2-dimensional, like a plate in the sky, but for some 
reason when eclipsed, it looks like a big ball floating in the 
sky. Have you noticed that as well?

Lunar Eclipse - 8 November 2022
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HSA Nature Note -  The Tough Life of a Beaver.
While doing the Wormington Bird Count yesterday (6 November 2022) we found this pair of Beaver dams (see front cover and 
bottom photo) in the Spencer Gorge. They had established a lodge and winter larder in the upstream dam (below) so they’ve 
clearly been here for a while.

There is no easy way for a beaver to reach this location. If they came from upstream they would have had to descend (tumbled 
down?) a very steep ravine slope. If they came from downstream they would have had to have climbed a eight foot shear stone 
face that the creek falls over going under the railway.

I can’t think it will end well. There is no place to dig tunnel dens in the rock stream banks and any significant winter flood, or 
the spring flood will almost certainly take away the dam and lodge.

Life is not easy for a Beaver in southern Ontario — Paul D. Smith.

Beaver larder in Spencer Creek - 6 November 2022 - photo Paul Smith.

One of two Beaver dams on Spencer Creek - 6 November 2022 - photo Paul Smith.
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“Short-billed Dowitcher Breeding and Fall Migration 
Research” with Olivia Maillet
by MICHAEL ROWLANDS
THE NOVEMBER 2022 BSG WEBINAR opened with BSG 
director Jackson Hudecki spending several minutes asking 
everyone to take some kind of action in opposing the Ontario 
government’s Bill 23, known as the “More Homes Built Faster 
Act.” This issue was covered elsewhere in greater detail by other 
naturalist groups and in HNC publications, so we hope that 
many of you were able to join protests or send emails to MPPs 
and the premier asking them to withdraw the bill.

Notable bird sightings in the Hamilton Study Area since our 
last meeting were: Northern Gannet, Cave Swallow, Evening 
Grosbeak, Black Vulture, Pomarine Jaeger, Cattle Egret, Purple 
Sandpiper, Western Kingbird, Snow Goose, and Hamilton’s 
first Townsend’s Warbler.

Our guest speaker was Olivia Maillet, who graduated from 
Trent University in 2021 with an Honours B.Sc. in Biology 
and Environmental & Resource Science. She is currently an 
M.Sc. candidate at Trent and has spent the last two summers 
in the subarctic doing research on the breeding biology 
and migration ecology of Short-billed Dowitchers and Stilt 
Sandpipers. Her presentation was entitled “Red-eye flight: 
Secrets from subarctic shorebirds migrating through Ontario.” 
It concerned three topics: her field activities in Churchill, MB 
during the breeding season, shorebird fall migration, and her 
Short-billed Dowitcher research findings.

Churchill, on the west coast of Hudson’s Bay in the 
northeastern corner of Manitoba, is a popular shorebird 
research site because it is easily accessible by air and rail. It 
sits in a transition zone where boreal forest becomes arctic 
tundra and provides suitable breeding habitat for a variety of 
shorebirds. In July and August, the wildflowers are beautiful, 
but the mosquitoes and black flies are thick – fortunately, 
Olivia says she is immune to mosquito bites! Many shorebirds 
such as Sanderling, White-rumped Sandpiper, Semipalmated 
Sandpiper and Red Knot pass through on their way further 
north but many stay in the area to breed.

Ongoing research in Churchill has been conducted since 
1986 by Olivia’s supervisor, Trent biology professor Erica Nol 
(“The Shorebird Queen”) and her teams. To date, over 3400 
Semipalmated Plovers have been banded (40% adults, 60% 
chicks) to help track their movements. To show us the types 
of shorebirds that breed here, Olivia showed us eggs she had 
found in nests of eight species: American Golden-Plover, 
Stilt Sandpiper, Red-necked Phalarope, Whimbrel, Lesser 

Yellowlegs, Semipalmated Plover, Short-billed Dowitcher, 
and Hudsonian Godwit (Wilson’s Snipe, Dunlin and Least 
Sandpiper were not shown). 

Like shorebird populations everywhere since 1980, many of 
these species are in serious decline; only the Wilson’s Snipe 
is increasing and the Semipalmated Plover is stable. Research 
into the causes of the declines looks at all aspects of the annual 
cycle. Olivia examines issues in the breeding territory and 
during the southern migration. For the next part of her talk, 
Olivia presented us with details of her latest research on the 
Short-billed Dowitcher (SBDO), apologizing that the Stilt 
Sandpiper migration data from their radio transmitters had 
not been fully analyzed yet.

The SBDO (Limnodromus griseus) is a medium-sized, 
intermediate distance (3000-6000 km) migrating shorebird. 
Its conservation status is “Least Concern,” but its population is 
decreasing. It was split as a separate species from the Long-billed 
Dowitcher in the 1950s but likely diverged four million years 
ago. Limited research has been done on its breeding biology 
as few breeding sites were known. There are three subspecies: 
Western (found in Alaska, northern BC, and Yukon), Central 
(found in SK, AB, and Hudson Bay/Churchill) and Atlantic 
(northern PQ and ON, and western Hudson Bay, with some 
overlap with the Central). Its winter ranges are southern USA, 
and both coasts of Central and northern South America.

The preferred breeding habitat of SBDOs includes wet sedge 
meadows at the tree line and open boreal swamps. They don’t 

Olivea Maillet with a Stilt Sandpiper near Churchill, Manitoba.

Bird Study Group Meeting Summary – 21 November 2022
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nest on shores, like Piping Plovers, but are often seen there. 
They nest more inland on dry, grassy hummocks on which 
the male makes a depression for the female to lay her eggs. 
Both parents incubate the eggs for about 21 days – males 67-
91% and females 9-33% of the time. The females leave the nest 
soon after the eggs hatch, leaving the males to rear the chicks 
for 14-18 days, after which they also leave; the chicks fledge 
later.

The population of the SBDO once declined severely in the 
19th century due to hunting, but it rebounded, and then began 
declining again. It’s considered to be a “tipping point” species, 
meaning it has declined 50% or more in the last 50 years and 
will decline a further 50% in the next 50 years if nothing 
changes. It has been difficult for researchers to determine 
how well they’ve been doing locally from year to year because 
these birds are very sneaky and do not flush easily. Their nests 
are extremely difficult to find. In 1927 renowned dowitcher 
specialist William Rowan suggested “the nests … must be 
about the hardest of all shore-birds to find.” Their range may 
also be shifting.

At their study site, “The Fen” (which was about 8 km from the 
Hudson Bay shoreline and included 4-1/2 square km of wet, 
hummocky terrain), Olivia and her team found nests four 
ways: 1) by accidentally walking by and flushing an adult, 2) 
by dragging a rope across the ground, 3) by hearing a brooding 
adult and chicks, and 4) by “begging the Fen in Spanish.” 
When Jackson asked what this latter technique was, Olivia 
said they found 10% of their nests when they were frustrated 
and begged the Fen aloud for dowitcher nests in Spanish! 
Amazingly this made a few birds pop up – unscientific yes, 
but somehow effective!

Birds captured on their nests were measured and examined 
the usual ways for age, sex, and condition and given standard 
metal leg bands as well as unique combinations of coloured 
bands for easy identification. Lightweight (1 gram each) radio 
tags were also attached to feather stubs on adults only so 

the birds could be detected as they passed Motus towers on 
their southern migrations. These tags fall off when the birds 
start to moult soon after leaving the breeding grounds. In all, 
19 SBDO nests were studied, 28 tags were attached, and 60 
chicks were counted.

When postulating what the post-breeding migration strategies 
of the Churchill SBDOs might be, the team thought the birds 
could migrate via one of three different paths: to the west then 
south to Texas and Mexico like the Central subspecies, to the 
east through James Bay to the US north Atlantic coast like 
the Atlantic subspecies, or directly south over land to the US 
south Atlantic coast. As it was a long journey to their winter 
ranges, the team also thought the birds would probably stop 
along the way to refuel. It was known that the females leave 
the nest area first, so they would also likely migrate first.

So far, Olivia has been able to track 22 of the 28 tags and the 
mapped Motus sightings show that the Churchill SBDOs 
fly not east via James Bay but directly south over the Great 
Lakes to their first stopovers in North or South Carolina or 
Georgia. Four birds were recorded as staying there for 5, 7, 
9 and 13 days. Graphing latitude vs date indicated that the 
migrating birds were flying non-stop to the US south Atlantic 
coasts in 1.5-2 days at an average 68 km/hr, much faster than 
a human could make the same trip by trains and buses! This 
explains why few SBDOs are reported on eBird in southern 
Ontario during July – they’re flying right over us. It’s not 
known how many of the SBDOs fly further south over the 
ocean to Central or South 
America because they lose 
their radio tags when they 
moult their feathers and 
there are also fewer Motus 
towers beyond Florida. The 
radio tag data confirmed 
that the females leave the 
breeding grounds at least 10 
days earlier than the males. 
The males linger to rear the 
chicks and refuel, while 
the females leave almost 
immediately after the eggs 
have hatched, having had 
extra time to forage while 
the males minded the nests.

These results are important Olivia stated because they show 
that the Churchill SBDOs do not join the Atlantic subspecies 
at their stopovers further north along the US Atlantic coast, 
for instance in Delaware Bay, so it’s important to know that 
suitable habitat must be maintained for them in their lesser 
known, more southerly stopover points.

Short-billed Dowitcher at Cockshutt Rd, Brant - 18 May 2020  
photo Sarah Lamond.

Olivea Maillet examining a 
Short-billed Dowitcher near 

Churchill.

 continued on page 113
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Of Eastern Bluebirds, Tree Swallows and House Wrens
by FRANCES CLARKE
A FEW YEARS AGO, the Wood Duck asked readers to write 
in what birds they were hoping to see that Spring and I wrote 
that my wish was to see the Eastern Bluebird.

My husband Gerald and I had planned a trip to Alberta in 
June 2020 and of course like most travel at that time it was 
cancelled.

Since we are very lucky to live in north Burlington with fields 
and a view of Mount Nemo behind our house we settled in to 
enjoying and appreciating what we have on our own doorstep. 
I had the idea that our situation may be ideal for migrating 
Bluebirds. We researched on how to correctly build Bluebird 
boxes and my husband got busy.

Well shortly thereafter the three boxes were in place and we 
watched daily from our back yard for signs of their arrival. We 
were not disappointed, in fact we were very excited indeed to 
see those beautiful birds come to the boxes!

However before the 
Bluebirds got really 
settled and laid 
their eggs, the Tree 
Swallows arrived and 
proceeded to evict 
the bluebirds. This 
was disappointing but 
I guess nature must 
take its course.

The Tree Swallows 
stayed for quite a 
while and we enjoyed 
watching their antics 

but we really had to keep our distance as they were very 
protective of their new homes and dive bombed anyone 
coming close. After the 
swallows left with their new 
families the little House 
Wrens took up occupancy 
and got busy packing the 
boxes full of twigs and 
enjoying the shelter of their 
new homes.

So this has been the story for 
the last couple of years and 
this fall the Bluebirds even 
made a last call back to make 

sure their Spring homes were still here.

We are looking forward to seeing 
all our visitors again next year, 
even the nosy Downy Woodpecker 
who stopped by to check things 
out.

Ed: This intriguing story by 
Frances shows the intense 
competition that occurs between 
species looking for nest hole 
locations. As Frances had poor 
success having both Eastern 
Bluebirds and Tree Swallows nesting at the same time on her 
property, I thought I would ask well-known Eastern Bluebird 
advocate and President of the Ontario Eastern Bluebird 
Society, Bill Read, if he could provide some insight in how to 
accommodate all three species on a property:

I have been asked to do a critique of nest boxes at this 

Frances and Gerald Clarke at their residence in north 
Burlington.

Eastern Bluebird male at north Burlington 
- 10 April 2021 - photo Frances Clarke.

Tree Swallow male at north 
Burlington - 17 May 2021 - photo 

Frances Clarke.

House Wren at north Burlington - 17 May 2021 - photo Frances 
Clarke.

Downy Woodpecker at 
north Burlington - 30 
March 2021 - photo 

Frances Clarke.
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In summing 
up her findings of the season, Olivia showed us some photos 
of two Stilt Sandpipers tagged in 2021 that they recaptured in 
2022 at locations only 200 metres from their previous nests. 
Motus tower results from an Audubon sanctuary in Lea Island, 
NC showed that three Churchill SBDOs arrived there on three 
different days, indicating that this is a preferred stopover for 
the birds and highlighting the importance of international 
cooperation in monitoring these shorebirds at various stages 
of their annual cycles.

After acknowledging the sponsors of her research and the 
many technical assistants who helped search for nests, catch 
birds, and survey nest habitats, Olivia answered a number of 
questions from the webinar attendees. Notably she said that 

all shorebirds do broken-wing displays (like the Killdeer) and 
do “rodent runs” through the grass when threatened. Possible 
predators of the SBDO are Common Ravens, Parasitic Jaegers, 
Red Foxes, Polar Bears, and Caribou. The birds’ main food 
sources are aquatic invertebrates, insects, seeds, and plants.

In closing, Olivia said her “spark bird” was a Piping Plover in 
2017, so it’s not surprising that she loves to study shorebirds. 
After her classes finish next May, she will return to Churchill 
for a third field season, although she said she would like to 
try a more rugged field site someday. In the near future, she 
wants to see Purple Sandpipers at Presqu’ile Provincial Park 
and seabirds in New Brunswick. Jackson thanked her for what 
was a very enthusiastic and informative talk.

Burlington location. Nest boxes are of a suitable design 
and appear to be placed in good locations on free standing 
metal poles. From the pictures I am unable to see what 
form of predator protection is being used, if any. Predator 
protection is most important. A small amount of axle grease 
on the pole above the fence would help. It is not that the 
raccoons can’t climb a greased pole, it is because they don’t 
want fresh grease on their hands. Almost 100% effective. 
With only a few boxes stove pipe baffels could be used but 
they are expensive. 

In order to accommodate both Bluebirds and Tree Swallows 
I would suggest placing two nest boxes about 7-8 feet apart 
with the nest holes facing away so when looking out each 
bird would only see the back of the other box. This should 
allow both to nest successfully. Tree Swallows make good 
Bluebird neighbours. House Wrens can be a problem for 
Bluebirds and Tree Swallows as they remove the eggs from 
their nests. Since Bluebirds are earlier nesters this is not 
usually a concern until they start a second nest . 

House Wrens are now the number two factor affecting 
Bluebird nesting success. Weather is number one. After 
either the Bluebirds or Tree Swallows have fledged and 
House Wrens are nearby, I put a wooden cover over the nest 
hole to prevent them from nesting. I wait until they have 
left the area before reopening the nest box. House Wrens 
are a protected bird and their nests, eggs or young cannot be 
tampered with. Covering the nest hole to prevent them from 
nesting does not violate the above. Since the homeowners 
have allowed House Wrens to nest in previous years, they 
will stay much later trying to re-enter their old box. Or one 
can allow them to nest and take a chance that they will not 
remove the Bluebird eggs from a second nest. If you allow 

the House Wrens to nest, providing another nest box that 
is as far away as possible from the two twinned boxes, 
preferably next to a shrubby area that House Wrens prefer,  
is a strategy some people use, hoping that the wrens will 
stay put and not remove the eggs from the distant swallow 
or bluebird boxes.

Downy Woodpeckers frequently use nest boxes to roost 
in over the winter as do bluebirds. After all  nesting is 
complete, I put a wood cover over the nest hole to prevent 
White-footed Mice from using the box over the winter 
unless I know Downy Woodpeckers or bluebirds are using 
them to roost in. These mice can really render a nest box 
unsuitable for nesting.

Located in the nest box section of our website (https://oebs.
ca/) is a video on setting up a nest box. All past newsletters 
can be viewed on our website. On Saturday, March 18, 
2023 the Ontario Eastern Bluebird Society will be holding 
its 33th annual meeting at the Royal Botanical Gardens in 
Burlington. Cost is $10 per person with coffee and donuts 
provided. Hope you can join us — Bill Read.

  continued from page 111
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The Throwback | 1999

Robert Bateman at the HNC 80th anniversary fundraising 
dinner - 27 May 1999 - photo Ken Hall.
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WHAT WE’RE SEEING AT THE NATURE SANCTUARIES
by JEN BAKER, HNC’s Land Trust Manager

BRITTANY KILLINGBECK (HNC’s Stewardship 
Technician) and I are fortunate to be able to spend a lot of 
time out in nature. This includes at HNC’s nature sanctuaries 
as well as in Hamilton’s urban woodlands. HNC is leading 
the stewardship work at Rolston Forest which is in Captain 
Cornelius Park on the Hamilton mountain. For the last few 
years we’ve been managing invasive European Buckthorn 
shrubs which has provided the space to follow up with 
planting native trees, shrubs and wildflowers. The work is 
transforming this urban woodland and demonstrates that 
with some care, these forests can become important habitats 
with high biodiversity.

Rolston Forest is situated in Captain Cornelius Park which 
is close to West 5th and Limeridge Road. The woodland is 
approximately seven acres composed of mature oak and 
hickory with a fairly healthy understory. There is a unique 

limestone ridge that is exposed in 
parts of the forest. There was a thick 
band of  buckthorn along the southern 
border but much of the interior part of 
the forest is fairly healthy which is why 
we wanted to remove the buckthorn 
and replace it with native species. In 2019 HNC began 
stewarding the forest, primarily by removing buckthorn. This 
work continued with a dedicated volunteer team which has 
methodically removed hundreds of this invasive shrub. We 
have then planted hundreds of trees, shrubs and wildflowers 
to enhance biodiversity and improve wildlife habitat.

Here are a few of the pollinator species we see, recorded in 
iNaturalist. We encourage you to also record your sightings in 
this free app. Species information is from iNaturalist and the 
photos are from Brittany Killingbeck.

Jen Baker.

Common Eastern Bumblebee at 
Captain Cornelius Park - photo Brittany 

Killingbeck.

Four-lined Hornet-Fly at Captain Cornelius 
Park - photo Brittany Killingbeck.

Brown-belted Bumblebee at Captain 
Cornelius Park - photo Brittany 

Killingbeck.



YOU CAN HELP 
PROTECT THE 
NATURAL WORLD

Donor support is the key to ensuring we can 
continue to build on a century of protecting 
nature for future generations.

Your gift helps nature grow.

Learn more about how donation funds are used 
and how to donate to the HNC at
hamiltonnature.org/support-us/donations
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